PINK PANDA

The Future of Finance

ABOUT US
Money can be used for
good. Health and wealth go
together. The Pink Panda
team is a group of long-time
crypto and decentralized
finance (DeFi) builders and
innovators, who are looking
to drive change in the
industry through building a
unique community-driven
token that delivers a strong
return to its holders as well
as a positive social impact.
$PINKPANDA creates
abundance.

SUPER
CHARGING
BSC
Wow, what a ride. The Binance Smart
Chain has rocketed into prominence,
bringing DeFi to a truly inspiring number
of people. But its tooling is lacking, to
say the least. Sophisticated DEXs that
support everything from limit orders
to cross-margined spot trading simply
don’t exist, and the few lackluster
platforms in existence get exploited on a
sadly regular basis.
We’re not claiming to invent the wheel;
we stand on the shoulders of giants.
But we’re a seasoned, hardened group
of developers who are confident in our
ability to bring the polished platforms
pioneered on Ethereum and Solana
to BSC. The demand is clearly there
and we’re the first to market with a
comprehensive solution.
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WHY
PINKPANDA
FINANCE?

We plan on creating a noncustodial, fully on-chain,

$PINKPANDA is a utility token
with a charitable element, backed
by a rock-solid platform that
delivers long term value.

mobile-first decentralized
exchange (DEX) that supports
up to 5x margin/leverage
trading--all with a seamless,
centralized-exchange feel.
The creation of accessible,
advanced trading tools would
be revolutionary enough to
capture a significant portion
of the trading activity on BSC.
The token's utility is to allow
people to use the
DEX, which will have fees
denominated in
$PINKPANDA.

And, of course, there is a 10%
anti-whale transaction fee (half
goes to hodlers, half to LP) to
smooth the chart and protect
our hodlers.
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MOBILE APP
ROADMAP
•

Track the value of your
$PinkPanda holdings with our
new App!

•

Be notified of upcoming
project news, milestones, and
community events, contests,
In-app airdrops, and voting on
which charity we donate to.

•

Charting Capabilities.

•

Track Your Entire BSC
Portfolio.

•

Integrate with a prominent,
privacy-focused crypto
payments token for direct
merchant transactions. Our
team has extensive experience
and expertise with this token
and its community. we are
very excited about it!

•

Trading Platform built on top
of pancake swap, with an
orderbook (i.e., limit orders and
advanced order types such as
trailing stop-losses)

•

Leverage/spot margin trading
up to 5x.
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THE
FOUNDER
I’m Adam, the proudly
doxxed founder of
PinkPanda Finance.
Here is my LinkedIn. I’ve been
on the cutting-edge of tech
and business for over 20 years. I see two
opportunities here with massive potential: a
powerful margin-enabled DEX on BSC, and
harnessing community-coins for charitable
causes. With PinkPanda, we’re killing two
birds with one stone.
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TOKENOMICS
Total supply:
1 quadrillion $PINKPANDA (1,000,000,000,000,000)
Token Breakdown:
•
•
•
•
•

20% Presale — 200T
20% Initial Liquidity — 200T
50% Burnt — 500T
5% Charity and Airdrop wallet — charitable contributions,
community airdrops — 50T
5% Dev and Marketing — development expenses, sustained marketing — 50T

Taxes:
•
•

Panda Sanctuary Tax — 5% of each transaction auto-locked in liquidity on
Pancakeswap
Bamboo Treat Tax — 5% of each transaction redistributed to all PINKPANDA
holders

5%
Charity and
Airdrops
wallet

50%
Burnt

5%
Dev and
Marketing
20%
Presale

20%
Initial Liquidity
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THE TECH
We have no interest in reinventing
the wheel; our design is very much
inspired by other on-chain spot margin
trading protocols, in particular Solana’s
Mango Markets and Ethereum’s Aave.
We will bring these innovations to BSC.

Collateralratio =

Convert(deposits,USD) + Convert(positions,USD)
Convert(loans,USD)

The lending pools work similar to the
lending pools on Aave, except that
users will earn interest on both their
deposits as well as their positions (so
you may be earning net interest on
your margin position!). The interest
rate is a function of the utilization ratio:
total borrowed by all users divided by
total deposits of all users. The interest
rate will increase slowly approaching a
utilization ratio of 70% but will increase
rapidly above that to encourage the
market to deposit more funds.

We will follow the approach of Mango
Markets and require an initial collateral
ratio of 120% and a maintenance
collateral ratio of 110%. If the user’s
collateral ratio drops below 110%, the
account will be liquidated. The value of
the account will be calculated using a
decentralized oracle. Anyone can run
a liquidator with the opportunity to
make a profit.
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SAFETY
We take our investors’ confidence and trust very seriously.
Our founder is doxxed, meaning he is putting his
public reputation on the line.
The LP funds in Pancakeswap will be immediately locked.
We believe inintegrity and transparency, and believe that
we will lead the industry by example.
Join the Panda Park; it’s safe and cozy here.
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